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Lieber Aifred, 

f=} S ehe ich letzte Vorlesung diese 

Bild von G.van den 

na einen echten Werk aus,da 

Betracht kommt, 

Gemilde mit dem Mann in rotem 

S,van Hoogstrat en zugeschrieb 

offenbleiben,da ich nicht 

Haverkamp Begemann an ! 

ch-Cover stammt,wie ich Das Frauenbkidnis auf ALdrz 

reiss-Aufnahme vermutete, nach de war Zw 

O lrbitte Ektachrom 

schon 

van Noordt,B fii 

= WT 1 eds 

die Nachtr 

ck und auch 

H aus Bu Griisse von 
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Dr. Alfred R. Bader 
2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 5321 1 
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Dr. Alfred R. Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 
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5 Prof. Dr. Werner Sumowski 
Hessenwiesenstrasse 4 
7000 Stuttgart-Rohr 

14.3.1986 

Lieber Aifred, 

vielen Dank fiir den Brief vom 26.februar nebst Bei- 

lagen, 
Cc a 

Das schoéne Frauenportrdat von Jan van Noordt. nehme ich 

bei den Nachtradgen auf, 
— 

Die "Mutter mit Kincern" bei Herrn Treul interessiert 

mich sehr.,Ich bitte um ein gutes Foto.Ist das Bild 

Signiert?Nach der Polaroid-Aufnahme hitte ich eher an 

Ovens gedacht, 

Die Abbildung des hoogstraten-verdichtigen Pieter de 

Hooch (Sutton D 15) werde ich mir ansehen,wenn ich 

demniichst in die Museumsbibliothek gehe, 

Zu den "Tanzenden FPischorn" kann ich trotz aller Uber- 

legungen und Vergleiche leider nichts sagen,@s scheint 

W Sich tatsichlich um ein Werk aus dem 17.,Jahrhundert gu 

handein,Vas Yktachrom gebe ich Dir bei Veinem n&chsten 

nm = Gt iiaic Besuch guritick, 

Ich hoffe,dass es Dir und Veiner Frau gut geht und dass 

Bure Sammiung so stark Wwichst,dass demnichst mit dem 

Bau des Bader-Museums begonnen werden muss, 
3 

Hier kommt man mit Mithe und Not iiber die Runden,iIch ar- i 

beite fleissig,doch lustlos und angestrengt,. 

o Uergliche Griisse von Haus zu Haus 

Dein 

fea 





MUSEUM OF ART RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND 02903 401-331-3511 

March 24, 1986 

Dr. Alfred Bader, Chairman 
Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc. 
pan BOX arson 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 

Dear Alfred: 

My many thanks for your letter; it's great to hear from you. Of 
course... hear from atar about allnor.yourm collecting sactivithes, 
DUD LELS VeErveanicestoebDe in Louch again. 

Your wonderful portrait of a woman is a gem. My first thought on 
seeing it was that it was Flemish, somebody who knew Rubens and 
Jordaens firsthand. If it is Dutch, Haarlem strikes me as a real 
possibility. I would say it was close to Jan van Noordt, but you 
have the best work of his anywhere, so I defer to you. It's in- 
teresting that she is so pretty and appealing, and yet dressed in 
black, presumably as a widow. The very high forehead and the 
costume suggest a date in the third quarter of the century, or so. 

It really is a lovely and fine work. 

I'm delighted you'll be visiting Providence and speaking to the 
American Chemical Society on October 23; I hope very much that you 
will come by the Museum. I'd enjoy showing you around, and asking 
for your opinion on our own Dutch works. Would you like to spend 
that night with us (297 Wayland Avenue, near the Museum)? Margaret 
and I would love to have you stay with us. 

I enclose a Handbook of the Collection we just published, with a 
few Of, OU WOrCKSa 1 net. 

Best regards, 

aN ere Ct Gah cee’ O Dit / pie ead ss Oi Ae Cy 

Franklin W. Robinson 
Director 

FWR:ca 

enc. 





Prof. Dr. Werner Sumowski 
Hessenwiesenstrasse 4 
7000 Stuttgart-Rohr 

Vielen vV 
“ie eg US ae at Th ae 
Drief vom 20,%ebruar nebst Lei-= 

to och 

Sure vammiung so stark waichst,dass demnadchst mi 

Dader=-Museums begonnen w 

2 nn L L. a ee 1374 1 7} -+ tiie ommt man mit “uhe und Not are 

~, i oe) aaa | 7Teagao a L 19:6 = ae x bei t« leissig,doch lustlos und angestrengt, 
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Chemists Helping Chemists in Research and Industry 

aldrich chemical company. inc. 
Dr. Alfred Bader 

Chairman 

April 3, 1986 

Dr. Franklin W. Robinson 

Director 

Museum of Art 

Rhode Island School of Design 

Providence, Rhode Island 02903 

Dear Frank: 

Thank you for your thoughtful letter of March 24. 

Isabel and I very much look forward to being in Providence on 

Thursday, October 23, and I hope that the American Chemical Society 

will have made arrangements for the talk on "Chemistry in Art" to 

be held at the museum. Don’t let the title scare you; it deals 

with 95% art and 5% chemistry. 

Might you also like me to give a talk on "The Bible through Dutch 

Eyes'' to people at the museum, during the day? 

Thank you for your gracious invitation, but would not two of us 

descending upon your house be an inconvenience? ve 

I also like the SERA ESS of the widow very much, and in fact, Prof. 

Sumowski will publish’ it as a Jan van Noordt. The paint handling 

is certainly different from that of my Joseph Selling Corn. 

my on Gore \ K 
ye 

Unbeknownst to both of us, ica been bidding against George Abrams 

who told me after the sale that the portrait really depicted a woman 

of pleasure. I assured him that it had already given me a great deal 

of pleasure for over an hour! Incidentally, I very much like the work 

of a graduate of the Rhode Island School of Design, John Whalley, and 

I enclose reproductions of two of his works. 

May I ask you for your help with two more paintings that are real 

puzzles, which I acquired recently. One is the portrait of an 

charming girl, surely around 1640. The other, of dancing fishermen, 

USManmevenmeLeatetepu7 aC mm WOE lil ro tEsaw iit thous hte tha teett 
is 18th century French. But since then, I have been assured that 

PO Box 355. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 USA Telephone (414) 273-3850 Cabie Alarichem TWX 910-262-3052. Telex 26-843 



Dr. Franklin W. Robinson 

Rhode Island School of Design 

April 3, 1986 

Page Two 

it must be all sorts of things, from an unusual Dutch artist of the late 

17th century, to French or Italian of the 19th century. My restorer, 

who is very competent, believes that it is much closer to 1700 than to 

1800. Can you help as you did with the widow? 

Thank you so much for sending me your handbook which looks beautiful. 

Isabel and I so look forward to seeing the originals and being with 

you in October. 

Fond regards, anak My aca Kenia sete 

As ways, 

Miered Bader \ i + 

AB :mmh Us Esaki i Ocwolas. % 

Enclosures 



Lieber Alfred, 

ehe ich in die letzte Vorlesung dieses Semesters fahre, 

will ich schnell Deinen Brief beatnworten,der eben eine 

traf: 

TT 7 <7 : x ae : 
( Ie (/ My S.van Hoogstraten zugeschrisben’ ,Ub das stimmt,muss 

/ ae if 

offenbleiben,da ich nicht allwissend bin,tch hér,dass 

Cr Haverkamp Begemann an Drost denkt, 
— 

2 

Das Frauenbiidnis auf dem Aldrich-Cover stammt,wie ich 

schon nach der Schwarzweiss—-Aufnahme vermutete, von Jan 

van Noordt,Besonders schén,“rbitte tktachrom fiir die 

die Nachtrige, & 

Viel Sammlergliick und auch sonst alies nach “unsch! 

ilerzliche Griisse von Haus zu Haus 

. pew 





Alaa Reha ae DeAy Deh eRe eheleNelarA Roly S 

DR. ALFRED BADER ESTABLISHED 1961 

September 17, 1998 

Mr. David de Witt 

Binnenkant 38 

1011BM Amsterdam 

THE NETHERLANDS 

Dear David, 

Thank you so much for your most informative fax of September 14. 

I am surprised at the information in the first paragraph of your fax - not about the Woman in 

Black, but about your saying that only one has become doubtful. 

Some years ago I sold the Baptism, that very sketchy painting illustrated by Sumowski, to a 

banker in London, Jeffrey Cooper. He went through a divorce and sent the painting, without 

its good frame, to Christie’s, where it was unsold. Last June Sumowski talked with me and it 

was bought by someone who loves it, who bought it on Sumowski’s recommendation. 
Sumowski said to me that if I could own only one Van Noordt I would want that Baptism, but 

is it really by Van Noordt? 

I bought the Lady in Black nameless at Sotheby’s in New York. After the sale George Abrams 

came up to me and said, "Alfred, do you realize that that Lady in Black is a woman of 

pleasure?" To which I replied, "George, I have now owned her for two hours and she has given 

me two hours of pleasure." If it isn’t Van Noordt, some other really good name will come to 

it. Do you have any suggestions? 

I will write to Mr. Comuzzi but I doubt that I will want to pay what he asks for his Susanna. 

I compare all Van Noordts with my Joseph Selling Corn and I have yet to find a single painting 

by the artist which I like better. 

The Levite with his Concubine was offered to me by Kilgore for an astounding $68,000 which 

I certainly will not pay. 

Of the London July paintings the Granida and Daitilo is a wreck with nothing to be done. The 

painting of the child with dog is one of the most horrible Dutch paintings I have ever seen and 

I wouldn’t want it as a gift. The portrait is fine but not really exciting. 

By Appointment Only 

ASTOR HOTEL SUITE 622 

924 EAST JUNEAU AVENUE 

MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN USA $3202 

TEL 4/4 277-0730 FAX 4I4 277-0709 
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David de Witt 
Page Two 

September 16, 1998 

I am glad that Queen’s raised the fellowship amount to C $30,000. Do you have to pay tuition 

out of that? 

Isabel and I plan to be at Queen’s at the end of October and in England from November 11th 

to December 21st. 

If there were some really great paintings coming up in Amsterdam we might just come over for 

a day or two - but I have not heard of anything. 

With all good wishes, I remain 

Yo incerely, 

| 
| 

AB/az} 





David de Witt 

Binnenkant 38 

1011BM Amsterdam 

The Netherlands 

(031)(20) 427 4822 

14 September 1998 

Alfred Bader 

Suite 622 

924 East Juneau Ave. 

Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53202 

Dear Alfred, 

It was good to hear from you again. This despite the fact that I must now admit the mistake in my own 

letter. when I stated that the [!oman in Black is the only doubtful Van Noordt that you have had. The 

Baptism of Christ, for a long time already relegated to my "rejected" section, had slipped my mind 

When writing that sentence. One can never be too careful! I haven't seen the picture. but from the 

reproduction the attribution looks quite unlikely. Presumably Sumowski regarded the movement and 

the figures as characteristic of Van Noordt. The turbaned man in the bottom left does remind me a 

little of Salomon Koninck. but that artist's stvle does not agree much with the rest of the picture. 

I also do not have a convineing attribution for the oman in Black. The broad and fluid handling 

suggests a classicizing history painter from Haarlem or Amsterdam, after 1650. When I look into 

those soft eyes, however, I cannot think of a specific artist. What I do think of, leads me to agree with 

George Abrams, that she is a woman of pleasure. and vou, that it is a pleasurable picture. The typical 

courtesan’'s attributes, such as a string of pearls or a mirror, are not present. 

There was no deal with Comuzzi for the Susanna. I understand. He telephoned me an hour before 

contacting vou. to tell me that he planned to ask USD380,000. I didn't know what to say. I was not 

surprised when he later called to say that there was no sale. I'm not sure what the most optimistic 

realistic price would be, but Comuzzi is not in the ballpark. Interestingly. I was told that ten years ago 

he was asking a million Swiss franes. So he has halved his price. At any rate, | hope he will send that 

photo he promised me. 

You asked about tuition with respect to the Bader Fellowship at Queen's. Yes, we've been paying 

tuition out of it, even though it is specified as a research and travel fellowship. The department can 

sometimes drive a hard bargain with the students who choose to study there. By contrast, the 

fellowship is a beacon of generosity. Mv words might sound like idle flattery. but in my case the 

increase has made a real difference between progress and stagnation of my work. 

I have heard a rumour that Isabel and you will be attending the opening of the Arent de Gelder 

exhibition in Dordrecht. If so, then I will likely see you there. 

With best wishes, 
i ose 

AW 





WK OC 
Prins Willem Alexanderhof 5 RIJKSBUREAU VOOR KUNSTHISTORISCHE DOCUMENTATIE NETHERLANDS INSHTFUTE FOR ART HISTORY 
P.O, Box 90418 

2509 LK 's-Gravenhage wn bs 

The Netherlands 

tel, 070-3471514 

From December 10, 1997 

New numbers: 

tel. (31) 70 3339777 Dr. Alfred Bader 

fax (31) 70 3339789 AStow Hotel Supcer622 

924 Bast Juneau Avenue 

Milwaukee Wisconsin 53202 

Ws SAN 

Paintings 

98-2355 

24 September 1998 

subject 

reference 

your letter 

5th March 1999 

Dear Dr. Bader, 

I am sorry that this answer to part of your letter has taken 

so long to produce, but the inflow of correspondence has been 

more like a torrent, recently, and you letter was slightly 

inundated. 

I spotted you and Mrs Bader from a distance at Chistie’s 

party in New York, and had expected to meet you at Otto 

Naumann’s the following day. I didn’t make it to Otto’s 

party, however, since my visit to Baltimore that day took 

longer than expected. 

I was completely amazed by the news that it was the Amsterdam 

polaceéwho had puteyour dattletpaintings: intosthe, sale!) T-do 

hope that in the end things will be sorted out to everyone’s 

satisfaction, in a reasonable and friendly manner. 

As for the paintings of which you have sent photographs, I 

will follow your lists and provide some comments, where 

possible. The portraits I have also discussed with Rudi 

Ekkart. 
a 

CONDITIONS F (Corduba) Despite the signature and the fact that it has 

RE Pay apparently been accepted in the literature as a work of De 

conclusions about art Cordua;, I findvitv impossible to associate this painting with 

Oy ore, Pacers Co any known work by that artist. Particularly, comparison with 
the owner's request by 

the Rijksbureau, are de Cordua’s Vanitas from the same year, 1665, in the Musée 

ae ean tbe des Beaux-Arts, Pau (photocopy enclosed) manifests a world of 
particular art 

historian's investigation difference. The general style of your painting seems to be 
d the Rijksb f , ‘ ' ' ’ 

leader SSAA TORR French, which, in combination with the German almanac and 
information is not 

intended as an 

expertise. 

All Higbiticy for 
‘ 





CONDITIONS 

All information and 

conclusions about art 

objects, provided upon 

the owner's request by 

the Rijksbureau, are 

the result of the 

particular art 

historian’s investigation 

and the Rijksbureau’'s 

letter containing such 

information is noc 

intended as an 

expertise, 

All liability for 

iF 
RIJKSBUREAU VOOR KUNSTHISTORISCHE DOCUMENTATIE NETHERLANDS INSTITUTE FOR ART HISTORY 

2 

mMUuSiCGescore, smight+point to an origin.in.the-Alsace area. If 

I were you, I would have an able technician inspect the 

Signature (which I cannot clearly make out in the photograph, 

but which seems to spell the artist’s name incorrectly) and 

the Dutch inscription on the almanac page. The latter seems 

totally out of place: why would anyone write a receipt ona 

blanc page in an almanac ? (if alamanacs had blanc pages at 

all, which I believe is not true to fact). Moreover; the 

written text does not follow the surface of the page 

parcticularly well, and why would an artist who was working 

in the Vienna/Prague area by that time want to include a 

Dutch stexteine nis painting? 

K (Snijders) This impressive study of dogs is of course easy 

to associate with Snijders, but to my mind, in view of the 
more ‘fuzzy’ handling, the execution is rather by his 

associate Paul de Vos, than by Snijders himself. I have tried 

to find these two dogs in paintings by Snijders and de Vos, 

but without avail. I enclose some photocopies of hunting 

scenes by Paul de Vos which hopefully clarify my views, as 

well as a photocopy of a study of dogs by Snijders (Robels SK 

©). 

II (Snijders) I agree with Hella Robels (her No. A 169) that 

this attractive painting of two squirrels is not by Snijders, 

but I fail to see how it can be associated with Paul de Vos. 

The thin, brushy handling reminds me somewhat of Jan 

Bruechel’s oil studies, but I failed to find anything similar 

enough to follow that association up. For the time being we 

Will tLvleritvas) Flemish school, “2nd quarter l/7th century. 

2 (Dutch, portrait of a young scolar) We have not come any 

closer to an attribution for this Tine portrait. Personally, 

of the attributions suggested thus far, I tend to associate 

LtemMosteot allewitheDujarcaim. 

Bm (DUCCh, sDOreraicaoLt awyound) Girl) Also for Chis charming 

girl we are still unable to suggest an author. It reminds me 

somewhat of Pieter Verelst’s manner of the late 1640s, but 

certainly MOteenGugn sO, COLal low attribution. 

P25 (butch, portrait of a young woman) Again, no, progress. 

Sumowski’s van Noordt suggestion seems quite unfounded. 

14 (Jacob and Esau) Several colleagues have looked at this 
bea he on eer 
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one and we are unable to offer a solution. Most probably the 

painting should be dated fairly late in the 17th century - 

post-Steen, I would say - but even the question if it is 

Dutch or not remains open. 

16 (Skull) Even though such a skull on its own, however well 

painted, presents very little stylistic information, I feel 

that LeU 1s not rargNetherlandish work, but rather an, Ttalianior 

central European piece. Perhaps the music score on the paper 

can give an indication of the painting’s origin as well as of 

a possible date (18th century?). 

18 (Leiden School) Indeed not by Dou himself, but clearly by 

someone who has looked closely, not only at van Vliet’s 

DrInt) Bout also ate Dou Ss parmeings of Similar subtects 27am 

wunable, however, to connect it with any known follower of Dou 

bee Ore the VoungeRembranac mila cindyitecliitoulLt tesdaterms.s Erom 

the photographs (we also have some good details in our 

files), but do not exclude beforehand that it was painted 

significantly later in the century than the original image, 

With very best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

L Mei 

Fred G. Meijer 

Dept. of Old Netherlandish Painting 

CONDITIONS 

All information and 
conclusions about art 

objects, provided upon 
the owner's request by 

the Rijksbureau, are 

the result of the 

particular art 

historian's investigation 

and the Rijksbureau's 
letter containing such 
information is not 

intended as an 

expertise. 
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